
50 Ways to Use Board Builder 
Ideas and Links: Let the Building Begin!

1. Document Student Travels
Encourage students to write about travel

2. Get-to-Know-Me
Create staff and/or student boards

3. Historical Figures
Bring characters from history to life

4. Habitat Studies
Catalogue habitats and their inhabitants

5. Brainteasers
Collect brainteasers in one place

6. Diving into a Math Concept
Tackle one concept from multiple angles

7. Historical Events
Focus on one event in history

8. Virtual Travel
Let students travel to a specific place

9. Diving into a Science Concept
Get particular about one concept

10.Support Language Learning
Provide multimedia support for language

11. Take a Deep Digital Dive
Send students on a scavenger hunt

12.Class Newsletters
Keep families informed about your class

13.Author Study
Curate resources about one author

14.Writing Prompts
Use media to create rich writing prompts

15.Character Traits
Analyze characters in literature

16.Storytelling Gallery
Curate student work in multimedia

17.Digital Portfolio
Provide a template for digital portfolios

18.Art History
Consider moments or movements in art

19.SOS Template: Fakebook
Create a Fakebook template

20.Camp/Activity Advertisement
Promote your extracurricular activity

21.Science Investigation
Lead students through scientific process

22.Lab Report
Standardize a science lab report

23.One Concept/Multimedia
Use variety to consider one idea

24.Contest Winner Gallery
Showcase winning projects

25.Catalogue — Plants
Create a catalogue for one category

26.Math in the Real World
Find math in your own surroundings
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27.SOS Template: Half the Picture
Encourage students to make predictions

28.Mystery Photos
Have students guess the objects

29.Professional Development
Use the Paper Slide Video strategy

30.Grammar Lessons
Study parts of speech or other grammar

31. Integrating Audio
Use audio to spark learning

32.Chemistry Labs and Experiments
Help students document lab work

33.Art Portfolio
Showcase student projects

34.School Tour Template
Help orient new students

35.Student of the Week Template
Highlight student success and share

36.Character Studies
Analyze characters side-by-side

37.Summer Activity Boards
Provide break activities for students

38.Book Report
Take a multimedia approach to reports

39.Historical Bios
Create graphic accounts of period roles

40.Field Trip Report
Help students document field work

41. Instructional Strategy Model
Demonstrate specific strategies

42.Virtual Bookshelf
Catalogue your favorite or current books

43. Incorporate Images
Use images to demonstrate perspective

44.Template Assignment
Set students up for success in advance

45.Book and Film Study
Compare books to films based on them

46.Lesson and Assignment
Include all resources for an assignment

47.Discussion Starters
Use media to prompt discussion

48.Student-Created Lessons
Use ELA assignments to inspire content

49. Inquiry Model Application
Use the inquiry process to drive learning

50.Glossary
Create your own topic or unit glossary

51.Your Own Idea….
Board Builder fosters creativity
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